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PROCEDURE 

The Committee on Industry, External Trade, Research and Energy appointed Gary Titley 
draftsman at its meeting of 4 June 2002. 

It considered the draft opinion at its meeting of 9 July 2002. 

At the last meeting it adopted the following conclusions by ... votes to ..., with ... 
abstention(s)/unanimously. 

The following were present for the vote: ..., chairman/acting chairman; ... (and ...), vice-
chairman/vice-chairmen/; ..., draftsman; ..., ... (for ...), ... (for ... , pursuant to Rule 153(2)), ... 
and .... 
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SHORT JUSTIFICATION 

The European Union has had contractual relations with countries of Africa for many years, 
the Caribbean and the Pacific region in the context of the Lomé Convention, which had been 
renegotiated in 2000 and signed in Cotonou on 23 June 2000.  The Cotonou EU-ACP 
partnership agreement grants a series of unilateral tariff preferences for imports of goods from 
the ACP countries which have been of strategic importance for their export earnings and 
hence for their economic development.  Article 37 of the Cotonou agreement foresees that 
Economic Partnership Agreements (EPA) should be negotiated between the EU and those 
ACP countries which feel in a position to be sufficiently prepared for further trade liberation.  
These agreements should be regarded as the main instrument of the EU-ACP development 
cooperation.  The Council authorised on 17 June 2002 the Commission to open negotiations , 
which will start in September.  The EPA should concluded not later than 2008. 
 
The negotiation mandate is based on the following three principals:  
- trade liberalisation for regional integration: the EPAs will be negotiated between the 

EU and several regional economic cooperation organisations like the Economic 
Community of West African States (ECWAS), the West African Economic and Monetary 
Union (WAEMU), the Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS) or the 
Southern Africa Development Community (SADC).  This approach will foster the 
regional cooperation between the respective members countries allowing for a greater 
trade diversification; 

- flexible and asymmetric market opening: the EU will open up immediately its markets 
whereas the ACP partner countries will have to liberalise EU imports gradually according 
to  their development needs; 

- technical assistance: in order to make sure that the ACP countries can fully benefit from 
trade liberalisation the EU should provide substantial technical assistance for a better 
coordination between trade and development policies.  

 
ITRE should focus its opinion on the trade policy aspect of EPAs.  As EPAs will be  regional 
free trade agreements, they must be compatible with Art. XXIV GATT.  They must therefore 
include virtually all trade and contain a precise timetable for its implementation.  Such a 
requirement is already included in Art. 34 (4) of the Cotonou agreement, which states that 
“economic and trade cooperation shall be implemented in full conformity with the provisions 
of the WTO”.  The tariff preferences which the EU granted until now to ACP countries have 
lost significance over time due to the continuous reduction of MFN tariff rates negotiated in 
several rounds of GATT/WTO trade negotiations.  It is therefore only a small step to full free 
trade as already 93% of ACP import enter into the EU duty free.  However, the reciprocal 
market opening of the ACP countries will be the most important change in the EU-ACP trade 
regime.  The Commission should not put undue pressure on the ACP partners to enter into 
negotiations and to accept too short implementation periods for trade liberalisation.   
 
The negotiating mandate of the Commission is based on Art. 133 TEC.  This article does not 
provide for any involvement of the EP.  However, as the EPAs are integral part of the 
Cotonou agreement, which has been concluded with the assent of the EP, they should  
eventually  be submitted to the EP for its assent as well.  During the negotiations which will 
last several years, the Commission should fully inform the EP about the negotiations process 
and take into account any recommendations from the EP.   
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CONCLUSIONS 

The Committee on Industry, External Trade, Research and Energy calls on the Committee on 
Development and Cooperation, as the committee responsible, to incorporate the following 
points in its motion for a resolution: 

A. whereas the Cotonou EU-ACP partnership agreements foresees the conclusion of 
economic partnership agreements providing for regional free trade areas,  

B. whereas the EU obtained at the IV. Ministerial Conference of the WTO a waiver for the 
unilateral trade preferences granted to ACP countries under the Cotonou agreement,  

 
C. whereas the EPAs will change significantly the existing trade regime between the EU 

and ACP countries,  

1. Asks the Commission to observe during the negotiations full compatibility of the EPAs 
with the WTO rules, in particular Art. XXIV GATT; 

2. Notices that the establishment of free trade areas between the EU and different regions 
in the ACP will reinforce the economic cooperation between ACP countries and 
contribute to their economic development, welcomes therefore the Commission 
proposal that ACP countries should extend automatically the treatment granted to the 
EC to all other ACP-EPA partners ahead of trade liberalisation with the EU; 

 
3. Points out, however, that the abolition of tariffs will cause significant losses in public 

revenues and hence create budget problems for many ACP countries, in particular for 
the least developed ones; 

 
4. Asks the Commission to take into account fully the development needs of the ACP 

countries and not to exert undue pressure on them to enter into EPA negotiations; 
 
5. Stresses the importance of technical assistance for the ACP countries during the whole 

process of negotiations in order to guarantee balanced results between trade policy and 
development policy requirements; 

 
6. Asks the Commission to present as soon as possible the results of its sustainability 

impact assessment studies of the EPAs so that they could be taken into account during 
the negotiations; 

 
7. Asks the Commission to keep it fully informed about the negotiation process so that it 

can address recommendations to the Commission, which will be important criteria for 
its assent on the final outcome of the EPA negotiations. 


